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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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La Pachanga 20 Northwood Bonne Terre 63628

Hisense cooler, ambient (beverage area) 39 Keg cooler: ambient, milk 35, 39

Cold hold prep table, bottom (empty), ambient 48 Holiday chest freezers, ambient 0, 0, 0

Food reheated for hot holding: refried beans, cheese sauce 145, 133

Food reheated for hot holding: taco meat, chicken soup 113-130, 153

Cold hold prep table, top: lettuce, tomatoes, s. cream 42, 41, 41

4-601.11A

4-601.11A

3-403.11A

3-501.16A

4-601.11A

3-302.11A

BEVERAGE PREPARATION AREA
Red, plastic chip baskets, stored next to the chip dispenser, were soiled. According to staff, the baskets

are lined with deli tissue before dispensing chips, but not cleaned between customers. Please wash, rinse,
and sanitize the baskets after each use. COS by cleaning and sanitizing baskets and discussion with owner.
Debris (possibly mold) observed on the inside of the dispensing nozzles of the soda machine. Food

contact surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch. Please wash (scrub with brush), rinse, sanitize, and air
dry soda nozzles at least daily.
KITCHEN
Food (cheese sauce, refried beans, taco meat, chicken soup) reheated for hot holding were not heated to

165F. Food that is fully cooked and reheated for hot holding shall be rapidly heated to 165F for 15 seconds.
All parts of the food shall reach 165F. Please use an accurate cook's thermometer to verify food is reheated
to correct temperatures. NOTE: the thermometer will be replaced by tomorrow. COS by reheating the foods
to 165F or higher.
The ambient temperature in the bottom of the prep cooler was 48F. The food in the top oft he cooler was

at 41F or lower; there was no food in the bottom of the cooler. NOTE: owner lowered thermostat of unit.
Final temperature was 48F. Please have unit repaired and do not store PHF in bottom of unit; check
temperatures of food held in the top at least every four hours to ensure it stays 41F or lower.
The plastic "drawers" and drawer holder that contained spices, located beneath the SS table, were dirty

on all surfaces. Please wash, rinse, and sanitize spice holder as often as needed to keep clean.
Raw meat was stored above beer in the walk-in cooler. Raw animal-derived foods shall be stored

separately from or below all other foods. COS by moving beer.

COS

8/7/17

COS

8/8/17

8/8/17

COS

4-901.11A

3-304.12B

4-903.11A

4-903.11A

3-304.12C

4-903.11B

BEVERAGE PREPARATION AREA
Pepsi glasses, stored by the soda dispenser, were inverted on trays. The glasses were wet inside.

Equipment and utensils shall be air dried before storing. Please allow complete air drying prior to placing
inverted on the trays.
An ice scoop, stored in the ice bin of the soda dispenser, was stored horizontally so the handle was near

contact with the ice. Handles of in-use utensils shall be stored vertically, with the handle above the surface
of the food, to prevent touching ice with hands when retrieving scoop. Please store with handle up.
Debris was observed inside a glass holding spoons on top of the keg cooler. Clean equipment shall be

protected while in storage. Please clean and sanitizer spoon holder at least daily.
Debris observed on the shelves holding clean glasses, below the tea brewers. Please clean shelves as

often as necessary to protect clean equipment from contamination.
KITCHEN
The ice scoop was stored on top of the ice maker. In-use utensils shall be stored on a clean and sanitized

surface. Please provide a tray or container in which to store scoop; clean and sanitize tray and scoop at
least daily.

Water was pooled in the bottom of the ice bucket, stored on top of the ice maker. Please provide a grate
in a tray and store bucket inverted to protect it from contamination and to allow it to drain between uses.
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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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La Pachanga 20 Northwood Bonne Terre 63628

Cold hold prep table, bottom: ambient 35 Cold hold prep table, top: chicken, beef, shrimp, chicken 36, 41, 40, 36

Walk-in cooler: ambient, cooked chicken, refried beans 40, 37, 39

7-201.11

4-601.11A

KITCHEN
A case of bleach was stored on top of a case of ketchup. Toxic items shall be stored separately or below

food. Please store bleach in a location designated for chemicals, or below food and food-related items. COS
by moving bleach to chemical area.

The 3-door glass cooler was used for non-refrigerated storage of vegetables (empty during this
inspection). An accumulation of debris and mold was observed on the inside surfaces of the unit. Please
wash, rinse, sanitize, and air dry all surfaces of the cooler prior to placing food inside.

COS

8/8/17

4-903.11A

4-203.11B

4-901.11B

3-304.12B

4-901.11A

5-501.111

KITCHEN
Accumulation of frost observed inside the chest freezer holding glasses. Please defrost freezer and keep

clean to prevent contamination of glasses.
The cook's thermometer read 28F when the actual iced water temperature was 32.5F. The thermometer

was not able to be calibrated. Thermometers shall be accurate to within two degrees Fahrenheit. Please
provide cook's thermometers reading from 0 to 220F in two degree increments, and able to be calibrated.
Calibrate frequently to ensure accuracy.
Equipment was observed being dried with a cloth after cleaning. Equipment and utensils shall be

washed, rinsed, sanitized, and air dried. If a piece of wet equipment needs to be used, a paper towel may be
used for that one piece, then discarded. Please allow complete air drying after cleaning. COS by discussion
with owner and staff.
The handles of pitchers were stored in contact with the food in bulk containers of rice and beans, in the

storage closet. Please store so handles do not touch the food.
Pans were stored wet nested on a shelf in the storage closet. Please wash, rinse, and sanitize these

items and allow complete air drying.
The outside dumpster was observed rusted through. Please have the trash company replace the

dumpster with one that is in good condition to hold the contents and prevent pest entry.
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